Week ending:24.09.2021
Classes
FCQ
FCC

Name

Reason

1GC

George

He’s in for super maths! We’ve been exploring the value of numbers. We’ve had to
write the numbers and colour them and he’s done so much work.

Bobby

We’ve been looking at rules and responsibility and Bobby has said we should be
helpful by tidying our classroom and looking after equipment.
Gabriel is in for perseverance. Nothing stops him, nothing deters him. We’ve been
doing some writing on Florence Nightingale and Gabriel has done some amazing
work.
Everyday she is just super. We’ve been looking at rights and responsibility and
we’ve spoken about how to be a good classmate. She says we should be kind so
we’re all feeling confident and comfortable.
This week was an independent math challenge. Their presentation was great, and
she did some amazing problem solving. There was a very tricky question that a lot
of people got stuck on, but Elise managed it!

1AW

Gabriel

Lucy
2HC

Elsie

Ralph

2MA

AaLeah

3SH

Lucas
and
Wren
Liam

Mrs Kennett brought in a child at lunch time and he was so happy I thought he’d
burst! He was helping a child in year 1 play with others and Year 1 have shown
their gratitude.
She has got 100% presentation! Her handwriting is beautiful, and she really thinks
about the size of her letters. She also went back through a certain piece of writing
and corrected her mistakes! She has been amazing.
Lucas really looked out for Harvey and helped him with his work and made sure he
knew what he was doing.
Wren has done the same thing, but for everyone!
We went swimming today and he was a bit rocky at the start, but he swam and
swam, and we are so proud of him.

Summer
3SA

Robin
and Lily
Emma

She’s an always child. Always has her listening ears on and is amazing in class. She
is an absolute delight.
I loved that they were using the working wall to help with their learning and
they’ve just worked incredibly well together.
Emma is just always doing the right thing so she’s our Jigsaw Friend for that
reason. Well done Emma!

Ethan
Ethan was ill and working at home and he just did so much work! We are
incredibly proud of him.

4RD
Jessica
and
Jessica

We’ve been talking about responsibility and both Jessica’s have been very
responsible.

Isabell

Isabell is always challenging herself in math. She is a whizz!

Emilia

Always kind, always thoughtful. She’s a delight in the class.

Jude

We’ve had a real challenge of listening and stopping but this person has wowed
me. His work rate is increasing a lot!

4LP

5NW

Molly

She helps make school a better place. Always has a smile on her face and is a
delight in class.
Always does the right thing and is wonderful to have in the class.

5NW
5DP

Freya

6SE

Rebekah
Eleanor

Always goes out of her way to help others.
She’s been working very hard and today I’ve had to tell her to have a rest at
putting her hand down because she always had it up.

Harry H

Harry took a foundation child under his wing in Big Friends, Little Friends. The child
had no partner but Harry showed kindness and helped him.
We’ve been looking at history and Lena has been looking at different images and
we’re really impressed with her.
Oliver has been working hard on his writing and produced some wonderful work.

6WW

Lena
Oliver
Harry

Harry has been really kind this week and he has worked hard on his writing. Well
done!

Attendance: KS2 was 5DP with an amount of 98.44 and KS1 was 2MA with a whopping 99.1

